
SNEUCC Finances

CONTEXT AND CHALLENGES





Number of Churches 

2003 – 698

2022 – 597

15% decrease in churches

33% decrease in support



How have our 

Boards responded in 

the past?



Finding new revenue

Grants

Program Income

Individual Contributions

Church Legacy Gifts

Capital Campaigns



More efficient staffing

Consultants re: conflict resolution

Communities of Practice

Merging Associations and/or 
Association functions (Fitness Review 
committees)

Sharing positions and infrastructure

Creating SNEUCC



Releasing Some Ministries

…with much prayer and discernment, 

to align all resources behind the 
mission.

Letting go of properties, staff positions  
and/or programs contributing less than 
others.



$150,000/year
….Before SNEUCC, the amount of new 
revenue and/or cost savings that CTUCC 
and MACUCC together  had to come up 
with each year by:

Cutting staff

Reducing giving to National UCC

Finding new money



$75,000 year

…. approximate annual deficit run 

by RICUCC in years leading up to 

SNEUCC



Reduced giving from churches -

familiar and anticipated.

COVID - not envisioned by the 

historic Boards.



• For 2020 and ‘21, we did not do our $150 

+K annual adjustment

• COVID has decimated our retreat center 

income in 2021 and likely in 2022

• COVID has had an impact on church 

giving, especially between 2019-2020



How have we been 

managing?
 $700K expendable funds from historic conferences 

(2020 and 2021)

 $100K in funds acting as endowment (CT and MA) 

for 2021

 $718K pandemic Paycheck Protection loan forgiven



Where are we now?

2022 budget voted - $646K deficit (about 

$500K more than is typical).

2022 budget includes about $260K in one-

time money

Gap between our aspirations and our 

resources - $760,000 (and growing).



COVID Effects

Approximately $130,000 

represents the residual effects of 

COVID on our retreat business.

We may recover some or all of 

this in future years



How do we propose to 

manage 2022?

$260K in accumulated expendable funds 
from historic conferences

Further use of funds acting as endowment 
(this reduces future years’ income) - $500,000



Board and Staff Goal for 2022:

Configure a Vision-focused and ‘right-

sized’ SNEUCC with a sustainable budget



What the Board seeks to do:

Stay grounded in Vision

Maximize revenue

Discern re: staffing

Discern re: properties

Assess program effectiveness 

Pray for courage to make hard 
choices



How is the Board organized for this?
• Full Board – making sure mission (Vision) is 

carried out

• Stewardship and Fundraising Commttee–
maximizing financial resources

• Property Committee – research and 
recommendations



Board Roles, cont.

• Mission Effectiveness Committee–

discernment about what to keep doing 

and what to let go

• Related Staff Role - Performance 

Management (goal – setting and data 

collection)



What Staff Seeks to Do

Consider potential for cost savings or new 

resources in our areas; share any ideas 

with Senior Team

Find ways to measure and track the 

impact of our various ministry activities, to 

know what is most effective



What you can do

Pray for your Board and staff in this time of 

discernment

Encourage your congregation to support 

the wider UCC through Proportional Giving 

to Our Church’s Wider Mission

Participate in surveys and listening sessions 

initiated by the Board and Staff.



I am about to do a new thing; 

now it springs forth, do you not 

perceive it? I will make a way in 

the wilderness and rivers in the 

desert. 

~ Isaiah 43:19 ~


